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Hex Hall ""April is the book's delightful narrator, both witty and
unintentionally funny, one of those kids people
sometimes say were 'born old, ' but young and
earnest and energetic too. She is fiercely loyal to
family and takes this to its logical conclusion in a
twisty magical plot full of both humor and terror."" PAMELA DEAN, Author of "Tam Lin" and "The Secret
Country" Maybe magic. Maybe trouble. Homeschooled
siblings April and June Bliss are inadvertently sucked
into their older cousin Arlene's troubled life when that
street-savvy 17-year-old disappears and then sends
for their help via an inscrutable grimoire and a
mesmerizing silver ring. Although new to the realm of
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magic, the sisters concoct an assortment of spells
(not altogether successfully) as they attempt to find
and rescue wannabe sorceress Arlene. Throughout
their journey, smart April and brash June explore
family values, encroaching maturity (April's been
spying on dishy Justin Fink with a treehouse
telescope) and their own stubborn differences. But
when life in an adult world takes a turn toward the
supernaturally spooky, the two must quickly pull
together in order to survive. What is an appropriate
sacrifice for family, and what is too much to give for a
worthy cause? The girls soon find out what truly
matters in life.

You Are Not Here
An American girl goes to an exclusive Scottish
boarding school where she becomes the roommate,
best friend, and girlfriend of a royal princess.

Condena
Ever since she started at Hectate "Hex" Hall a school
for "gifted" students Sophie Mercer's life has been a
whirlwind of disasters. But now Sophie is facing her
biggest crisis so far, and this time it's her life, and the
lives of everyone she loves that are at stake.

Debutantes & Daggers
The beginning of the end. The Apocalypse. A nuclear
fallout wiped out every living thing on the planet,
except for a few thousand of us who took shelter in
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underground bunkers across the globe. Now, after
thirteen long years, we were finally able to return to
the topside to begin to rebuild. We thought we were
alone. We were never more wrong. Before the fallout,
scientists had worked on creating an anti-radiation
vaccine (ARV). The first two attempts failed, but
despite the incomplete tests and results, the
government approved and distributed the third serum
to the masses in an effort to aid those who had no
shelter. It worked, keeping those who remained on
the topside alive, but it also altered and mutated
them. This new and infectious threat had completely
outnumbered us. Now, we not only had to rebuild our
planet. We would have to fight for it. My name is
Abigail Park. I'm seventeen, and this is my story.

April, Maybe June
A startling novel about love and grief from the author
of the acclaimed memoir I Don't Want to Be Crazy.
Annaleah and Brian shared something special Annaleah is sure of it. When they were together, they
didn't need anyone else. It didn't matter that their
relationship was secret. All that mattered was what
they had with each other. And then, out of nowhere,
Brian dies. And while everyone else has their role in
the grieving process, Annaleah finds herself living
outside of it, unacknowledged and lonely. How can
you recover from a loss that no one will let you have?

True
From the New York Times bestselling author of Hex
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Hall comes the sparkling finale in the beloved Rebel
Belle series. Just as Harper Price starts coming to
terms with her role as David Stark's battle-ready
Paladin, protector, and girlfriend—her world goes
crazy all over again. Overwhelmed by his Oracle
powers, David flees Pine Grove and starts turning
teenaged girls into Paladins—and these young ladies
seem to think that Harper is the enemy David needs
protecting from. Ordinarily, Harper would be able to
fight off any Paladin who comes her way, but her
powers have been dwindling since David left town,
which means her life is on the line yet again. Now, it’s
a desperate race for Harper to find and rescue David
before she backslides from superhero to your gardenvariety type-A belle. New York Times bestselling
author Rachel Hawkins brings the fun once again in
the finale of this pitch-perfect romantic paranormal
comedy series. From the Hardcover edition.

Hex Hall #1: Dæmonens Hævn
The Secret Throne is the first ever children's fantasy
title from the UK's favourite sci-fi author, Peter F.
Hamilton. Featuring black and white illustrations, this
is the first book in the exciting Queen of Dreams
series. Taggie and her younger sister, Jemima, are
just like any other girls their age. They live with their
mum, go to school, play sports and spend their
holidays with their dad in the countryside. But one
day, everything changes . . . when a white squirrel
wearing purple glasses turns up in their lives. The
next thing the sisters know, their dad has been
kidnapped, and it's up to the girls to get him back. But
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it seems their father has been keeping some very
large secrets from his young daughters, for their dad
is no ordinary man. He is an otherworldly prince in
exile, and the land he should be ruling, the First
Realm, has been overthrown by the King of Night. Can
Taggie and Jemima find their way between the worlds
to save their father, and what other secrets has he
been hiding? Before long, the sisters realize that it is
not just their dad's life at stake. It's the future of a
whole world.

Fly By Night
Brilliance of the Moon is the third book in the Tales of
the Otori series by Lian Hearn. Don't miss the related
series, The Tale of Shikanoko. A beautiful, haunting
evocation of the medieval Japan of Lian Hearn's
imagination, this thrilling follow-up to Grass for His
Pillow and Across the Nightingale Floor delves deeper
into the complex loyalties that bind its characters
from birth. Filled with adventure and surprising twists
of plot and fortune, this third book in the Tales of the
Otori series travels beyond the Three Countries, to
the outside influences that threaten to intrude upon
this isolated realm.

Boundless
Ruby is best friends with Emma, but she and Emma's
twin sister Olivia are definitely notfriends.
Unfortunately, Emma will be away for the summer,
while Ruby and Olivia are going to be stuck at a
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together. To kick off the spirit of service, the campers
are outfitted with bright pink polka-dotted t-shirts with
smiley faces on the front, then tasked with cataloging
the contents of an abandoned mansion. Sorting
through objects in an old house sounds boring, and
working with each other is that last thing the girls
want to do, but the stuffis actually pretty cool. There's
everything from mink stoles to golf clubs to stuffed
deer heads . . . and . . . wait . . . is that stuffed deer
head watchingthem? When the taps run freezing cold
and doors slam inexplicably, Ruby and Olivia wonder
if the other campers are having a bit of fun, or if the
abandoned mansion is looking for new residents. To
solve the mystery, Ruby and Olivia will have to put
their grudges aside and figure out how to be a team
with or without Emma.

Rebel Belle
Brand-new stories of witches and witchcraft written by
popular female fantasy authors, including Kelley
Armstrong, Rachel Caine and Sherrilyn Kenyon writing
in their own bestselling universes! These are tales of
wickedness stories of evil and cunning, written by
today's women you should fear. Includes tales from
Kelley Armstong, Rachel Caine and Sherrilyn Kenyon,
writing in their own bestselling universes. Hex Life:
Wicked New Tales of Witchery will take the classic
tropes of tales of witchcraft and infuse them with
fresh, feminist perspective and present-day
concerns--even if they're set in the past. These
witches might be monstrous, or they might be heroes,
depending on their own definitions. Even the kind
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hostess with the candy cottage thought of herself as
the hero of her own story. After all, a woman's gotta
eat. Bring out your dread. From TI 9781789090345
HC.

Hex Hall
Rebel belle: "Seventeen-year-old Harper Price's
charmed life is turned upside down when she
discovers she's been given magical powers in order to
protect her school nemesis David Stark, who's an
Oracle"--

Wolfsbane
Three years ago, Sophie Mercer discovered that she
was a witch. It's gotten her into a few scrapes. Her
non-gifted mother has been as supportive as possible,
consulting Sophie's estranged father—an elusive
European warlock—only when necessary. But when
Sophie attracts too much human attention for a promnight spell gone horribly wrong, it's her dad who
decides her punishment: exile to Hex Hall, an isolated
reform school for wayward Prodigium, a.k.a. witches,
faeries, and shapeshifters.

Gathering Frost (Once Upon A Curse
Book 1)
Photojournalist Clea Raymond struggles to help her
boyfriend Sage after his soul is transferred into
another body.
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Dark Metropolis
Fans of Rachel Hawkins' Hex Hall series will shriek
with joy over this dark spin-off adventure full of
humor, magic, and snark! Fifteen-year-old Izzy
Brannick was trained to fight monsters. For centuries,
her family has hunted magical creatures. But when
Izzy's older sister vanishes without a trace while on a
job, Izzy's mom decides they need to take a break.
Izzy and her mom move to a new town, but they soon
discover it's not as normal as it appears. A series of
hauntings has been plaguing the local high school,
and Izzy is determined to investigate. But assuming
the guise of an average teenager is easier said than
done. For a tough girl who's always been on her own,
it's strange to suddenly make friends and maybe even
have a crush. Can Izzy trust her new friends to help
find the secret behind the hauntings before more
people get hurt? Rachel Hawkins brings the same
delightful wit and charm captured in her New York
Times best-selling Hex Hall series. Get ready for more
magic, mystery and romance!

Miss Mayhem
Sophie Mercer, lycéenne et sorcière, use de ses
pouvoirs sans discernement. Sur ordre d'un puissant
magicien, qui n'est autre que son père, elle est
envoyée à Hex Hall, établissement ultra-select pour
élèves très spéciaux. Spectres, loups-garous et
vampires s'y côtoient. Sophie qui est tout sauf
discrète, s'y fait vite quelques amis et beaucoup
d'ennemis. Parmi ceux qu'elle juge dignes d'intérêt, il
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y a un séduisant jeune sorcier. Mais l'heure n'est pas
à la romance car un terrible prédateur rôde Et,
Sophie, fille de l'un des enchanteurs les plus puissants
au monde - et directeur de Hex Hall - est une cible
idéale "Ouvrir ce livre, c'est comme ouvrir une boîte
de chocolats : impossible de se retenir ! On rit à
chaque page avec Sophie Mercer, héroïne spirituelle
et sans concessions envers elle-même, et un meurtre
mystérieux nous tient en haleine En un mot : Sophie
Mercer m'a jeté un sort ! Becca Fitzpatrick, auteur de
Hush Hush A partir de 13 ans

The Wife Upstairs
When the Ephors decide theyd rather train her new
boyfriend and oracle David than kill him, Harper
learns she can only remain his Paladin if she passes
an ancient trial that will either kill her or make her
more powerful than ever.

Hex Hall: Spellbound
Crazy teachers; best friends turning pretty overnight;
"The Unbreakable Laws of Cafeteria Line Cutting".
Junior high is rough, and Jessica Darling needs help!
Enter older sister Bethany and her "It List," meant to
help Jessica uphold "The Darling Domination of
Popularity." In Jessica Darling's It List 3, Jessica faces
the potentially mortifying outcome of the Top Secret
Pineville Junior High Crushability Test. Plus, she's kind
of stuck in the middle, as smarties and skaters unite
to collect signatures on a petition to bring back the
school's annual dance. Will the dramarama of seventh
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grade be Jessica's downfall? Not if she can help it.

Sortilégio - Hex Hall - vol. 1
In this harrowing psychological thriller about a
missing teenage boy whose mother must expose the
secrets within their own family if she wants to find her
son—perfect for fans of Reconstructing Amelia. You
love your family. They make you feel safe. You trust
them. Or do you…? When fifteen-year-old Billy
Wilkinson goes missing in the middle of the night, his
mother, Claire Wilkinson, blames herself. She’s not
the only one. There isn’t a single member of Billy’s
family that doesn’t feel guilty. But the Wilkinsons are
so used to keeping secrets from one another that it
isn’t until six months later, after an appeal for
information goes horribly wrong, that the truth begins
to surface. Claire is sure of two things—that Billy is
still alive and that her friends and family had nothing
to do with his disappearance. A mother’s instinct is
never wrong. Or is it…? Combining an unreliable
narrator and fast-paced storytelling, The Missing is a
chilling novel of psychological suspense that will
thoroughly captivate and obsess readers. “The
Missing has a delicious sense of foreboding from the
first page, luring us into the heart of a family with
terrible secrets and making us wait, with pounding
hearts for the final, agonizing twist. Loved it.”—Fiona
Barton, author of The Widow

Her Royal Highness
Sophie Mercer's first term at Hex Hall turned out to be
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quite eventful. First the ghost of her evil grandmother
haunted her every move, then her best friend was
accused of murder and of course there was the
discovery that Archer Cross, aka the boy of her
dreams, was actually an undercover demon hunter which would probably be something she could have
worked on, if she hadn't also discovered that she was
actually the demon Archer was hunting… So, despite
their issues, Sophie is actually relieved to be spending
the summer in London with her father. But when your
father is Head of The Council of Prodigium and your
summer is being spent at the headquarters of
everything magical, then a quiet holiday isn't really
that likely. And, as Sophie struggles to come to terms
with her new found demon powers, she finds herself
thrust once again into a world of dark magic and
conspiracies. The only thing that could possibly make
things more complicated would be for Archer Cross to
show up again, which of course he wouldn't, would
he?

Hex Hall: Raising Demons
Instant New York Times and USA Today Bestseller
“Compulsively readablea gothic thriller laced with
arsenic.” ––EW One of the Most Anticipated Books of
2021: CNN • Newsweek • Vulture • PopSugar •
Parade • BuzzFeed • E!Online • TimeOut • Woman's
Day • Goodreads • She Reads • Good Housekeeping •
CrimeReads • Frolic • Hello! • Mystery and Suspense
January 2021 Indie Next Pick and #1 LibraryReads
Pick A delicious twist on a Gothic classic, The Wife
Upstairs pairs Southern charm with atmospheric
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domestic suspense, perfect for fans of B.A. Paris and
Megan Miranda. Meet Jane. Newly arrived to
Birmingham, Alabama, Jane is a broke dog-walker in
Thornfield Estates––a gated community full of
McMansions, shiny SUVs, and bored housewives. The
kind of place where no one will notice if Jane lifts the
discarded tchotchkes and jewelry off the side tables
of her well-heeled clients. Where no one will think to
ask if Jane is her real name. But her luck changes
when she meets Eddie Rochester. Recently widowed,
Eddie is Thornfield Estates’ most mysterious resident.
His wife, Bea, drowned in a boating accident with her
best friend, their bodies lost to the deep. Jane can’t
help but see an opportunity in Eddie––not only is he
rich, brooding, and handsome, he could also offer her
the kind of protection she’s always yearned for. Yet as
Jane and Eddie fall for each other, Jane is increasingly
haunted by the legend of Bea, an ambitious beauty
with a rags-to-riches origin story, who launched a
wildly successful southern lifestyle brand. How can
she, plain Jane, ever measure up? And can she win
Eddie’s heart before her past––or his––catches up to
her? With delicious suspense, incisive wit, and a fresh,
feminist sensibility, The Wife Upstairs flips the script
on a timeless tale of forbidden romance, ill-advised
attraction, and a wife who just won’t stay buried. In
this vivid reimagining of one of literature’s most
twisted love triangles, which Mrs. Rochester will get
her happy ending?

Child of a Hidden Sea
**A USA Today Must-Read Romance!** Will the
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prince's kiss be enough to revive her frozen heart?
Don't miss GATHERING FROST, a dystopian romance
from bestselling author Kaitlyn Davis that reimagines
the classic fairy tale of Sleeping Beauty. "I wish I
could say I was the hero of the story. A resister. A
rebel. Someone who lived to bring an end to the
queen who stole my childhood--my mother, my life,
my very world. But I'm not. I'm not the good guy. I'm
the one who puts the good guys in their graves." Jade
was only a little girl when the earthquake struck.
Before her eyes, half of New York City disappeared,
replaced by a village that seemed torn out of a
storybook. Horses and carriages. Cobblestone streets.
A towering castle. And, above all, a queen with the
magical ability to strip emotions away. Ten years later
and Jade has forgotten what it is to feel, to careeven
to love. Working as a member of the queen's guard,
she spends most of her time on the city wall staring at
the crumbling skyscrapers of old New York. But
everything changes when the queen's runaway son,
Prince Asher, returns. Under his relentless taunts, her
blood begins to boil. Under his piercing gaze, her
heart begins to flutter. And the more her icy soul
begins to thaw, the more Jade comes to question
everything she's ever known--and, more importantly,
whose side she's really on. Keywords: Teen & Young
Adult, Fairytale, Fairy Tale, Retelling, Adaptation,
Fairy Tale Adaptation, Sleeping Beauty, Romance,
Dystopian, Paranormal Romance, Urban Fantasy,
Love, Action & Adventure, Magic, Fantasy, Evil Queen,
Prince Charming RAVE REVIEWS for Gathering Frost!
"My favorite thing about this book is the action. Jade
isn't a sleeping princess. She's the best fighter and so
fierce in her "empty" state. I felt like this was an
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urban fantasy with all the steam of a romance." Jessie Potts, USA Today 'Happy Ever After Blog' "Davis
writes with confidence and poise, and the story's
many twists and turns stave off predictability and
allow readers to become immersed in a starkly
magical world filled with last hopes." - Publisher's
Weekly "Gathering Frost is just awesome in every
way. Beautiful prose, lots of heart-wrenching emotion,
action and romance, a great, unstoppable villain, and
a smart, tough heroine who will fight for what she
wants." - Geeks In High School "The writing is flawless
as always and I must say, way to take a classic and
make such a creative and wonderful twist to itIt's well
thought out and it unbelievably magnificent. I
seriously couldn't put it down. Wait I never actually
put it down. I started and finished in one sitting
because it's just that good. This one is a MUST READ."
- Happy Tails and Tales Blog "I loved everything about
this book! The different take on Sleeping Beauty, the
strong female characters, and the overall vibe of the
book/series to come. Jade is amazing and leaped off
the pageThis is not just a romance! It has great action
scenes where Jade is kicking some major ass and
there are surprises at every corner." - Hooked In A
Book "I loved this book. To me is it a very loose
reimagined world of Sleeping Beauty, but that is a
good thing. It kept me guessing and really kept me on
the edge of my seat. I stayed up late reading as I just
had to know what happens next." - Michelle's
Paranormal Vault of Books

Grave Sight
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This thrilling sequel to the much-talked-about
Nightshade begins just where it ended-Calla Tor
wakes up in the lair of the Searchers, her sworn
enemy, and she's certain her days are numbered. But
then the Searchers make her an offer-one that gives
her the chance to destroy her former masters and
save the pack-and the man-she left behind. Is Ren
worth the price of her freedom? And will Shay stand
by her side no matter what? Now in control of her own
destiny, Calla must decide which battles are worth
fighting and how many trials true love can endure and
still survive.

Ruby and Olivia
One minute, twenty-four-year-old Sophie Hansa is in a
San Francisco alley trying to save the life of the aunt
she has never known. The next, she finds herself
flung into the warm and salty waters of an unfamiliar
world. Glowing moths fall to the waves around her,
and the sleek bodies of unseen fish glide against her
submerged ankles. The world is Stormwrack, a series
of island nations with a variety of cultures and
economies—and a language different from any Sophie
has heard. Sophie doesn't know it yet, but she has
just stepped into the middle of a political firestorm,
and a conspiracy that could destroy a world she has
just discoveredher world, where everyone seems to
know who she is, and where she is forbidden to stay.
But Sophie is stubborn, and smart, and refuses to be
cast adrift by people who don't know her and yet wish
her gone. With the help of a sister she has never
known, and a ship captain who would rather she had
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never arrived, she must navigate the shoals of the
highly charged politics of Stormwrack, and win the
right to decide for herself whether she stays in this
wondrous worldor is doomed to exile, in Child of a
Hidden Sea by A.M. Dellamonica. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Missing
Fantasy. A young woman possessing the ability to
uncover the final location of a recently deceased
individual and to share their last moments, Harper
Connelly, aided by her manager, occasional
bodyguard, and stepbrother Tolliver, uses her skill to
find the dead

School Spirits
Sophie struggles to regain her magical powers as an
epic war approaches, in the third book in Rachel
Hawkins's Hex Hall series.

Lady Renegades
Sophie é uma bruxa e está matriculada em Hex Hall,
uma escola de crianças tão diferentes quanto ela, e
intituladas Prodígios. Entre inimigos e paixões,
acontecem ataques de um misterioso agressor aos
alunos da escola e parece que o principal suspeito é o
único amigo que Sophie tem. Ligando os fatos, ela
descobre que uma antiga sociedade secreta pretende
exterminar os Prodígios - e ela é a primeira da lista.
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Hex Life: Wicked New Tales of Witchery
Discover a world where words have untold power in
this thrilling fantasy adventure from award-winning
author Frances Hardinge Everybody knew that books
were dangerous. Read the wrong book, it was said,
and the words crawled around your brain on black
legs and drove you mad, wicked mad. Mosca Mye’s
father insisted on teaching her to read—even in a
world where books are dangerous, regulated things.
Eight years later, Quillam Mye died, leaving behind an
orphaned daughter with an inauspicious name and an
all-consuming hunger for words. Trapped for years in
the care of her cruel Uncle Westerly and Aunt Briony,
Mosca leaps at the opportunity for escape, though it
comes in the form of sneaky swindler Eponymous
Clent. As she travels the land with Clent and her pet
goose, Saracen, Mosca begins to discover
complicated truths about the world she inhabits and
the power of words.

Spell Bound
Grace, tough and wise, has nearly given up on wishes,
thanks to a childhood spent with her unpredictable,
larger-than-life mother. But this summer, Grace
meets Eva, a girl who believes in dreams, despite her
own difficult circumstances. One fateful evening, Eva
climbs through a window in Grace’s room, setting off
a chain of stolen nights on the beach. When Eva tells
Grace that she likes girls, Grace’s world opens up and
she begins to believe in happiness again. How to
Make a Wish is an emotionally charged portrait of a
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mother and daughter’s relationship and a heartfelt
story about two girls who find each other at the exact
right time.

Brightly Woven
New York Times bestselling author Rachel Hawkins
serves up a deliciously royal romance, perfect for fans
of Sarah Dessen and Huntley Fitzpatrick. Meet Daisy
Winters. She's an offbeat sixteen-year-old Floridian
with mermaid-red hair; a part time job at a bootleg
Walmart, and a perfect older sister who's nearly
engaged to the Crown Prince of Scotland. Daisy has
no desire to live in the spotlight, but relentless tabloid
attention forces her join Ellie at the relative seclusion
of the castle across the pond. While the dashing
young Miles has been appointed to teach Daisy the
ropes of being regal, the prince's roguish younger
brother kicks up scandal wherever he goes, and tries
his best to take Daisy along for the ride. The
crown--and the intriguing Miles--might be trying to
make Daisy into a lady . . . but Daisy may just rewrite
the royal rulebook to suit herself. New York Times
bestselling author Rachel Hawkins brings her
signature humor, love of Americana, and flair for
romance to this page-turning Princess Diaries turnedupside-down story.

Brilliance of the Moon
Described as "utterly captivating" by Richelle Mead
and as "enchanting and exciting, romantic and
believable" by Melissa Marr, the New York Times
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bestselling Unearthly series has dazzled readers and
critics alike. In this riveting finale, Cynthia Hand
explores the timeless question of whether it is better
to follow the rules or your heart. This incandescent
paranormal romance will win the hearts of fans of
Becca Fitzpatrick, Andrea Cremer, and Cassandra
Clare. The past few years held more surprises than
part-angel Clara Gardner ever could have anticipated.
Now, with the fallen angel who attacked her watching
her every move and the threat of Black Wings
looming, Clara knows she must finally fulfill her
destiny—a destiny that includes Christian Prescott by
her side. But in order to complete her purpose, Clara
must first find a way to give up the thing she wants
most . . . a future with the boy she loves, Tucker
Avery.

The Secret Throne
Sixteen-year-old Thea Holder's mother is cursed with
a spell that's driving her mad, and whenever they
touch, Thea is chilled by the magic, too. With no one
else to contribute, Thea must make a living for both of
them in a sinister city, where danger lurks and greed
rules. Thea spends her nights waitressing at the
decadent Telephone Club attending to the glitzy
clientele. But when her best friend, Nan, vanishes,
Thea is compelled to find her. She meets Freddy, a
young, magnetic patron at the club, and he agrees to
help her uncover the city's secrets—even while he
hides secrets of his own. Together, they find a whole
new side of the city. Unrest is brewing behind closed
doors as whispers of a gruesome magic spread. And if
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they're not careful, the heartless masterminds behind
the growing disappearances will be after them, too.
Perfect for fans of Cassandra Clare, this is a chilling
thriller with a touch of magic where the dead don't
always seem to stay that way.

How to Make a Wish
Faced with a mysterious, deadly fog bank in a seaside
Scottish village, new friends Nolie and Bel look for
ways to stop it--coming across an ancient spell that
requires magic, a quest, and a sacrifice.

Drink, Slay, Love
"Seventeen-year-old Harper Price's charmed life is
turned upside down when she discovers she's been
given magical powers in order to protect her school
nemesis David Stark, who's an Oracle"--

Demonglass: A Hex Hall Novel
It all comes down to this. Oliver, Ethan, and I. Three
teens venture into an abandoned lake house one
night. Hours later, only two emerge from the burning
wreckage. Chloe drags one Reznick brother to safety,
unconscious and bleeding. The other is left to burn,
dead in the fire. But which brother survives? And is
his death a tragic accident? Desperate self-defense?
Or murder . . .? Chloe is the only one with the
answers. As the fire rages, and police and parents
demand the truth, she struggles to piece the story
together - a story of jealousy, twisted passion and the
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darkness that lurks behind even the most beautiful
faces . . . Praise for Dangerous Girls: "The best teen
thriller I've ever read." Wondrous Reads "I haven't
wanted to talk about a book this much since Gone
Girl" goodreads.com

Royals
Sophie Mercer er 16 år gammel og heks, men da en af
hendes trylleformularer slår fejl, bliver hun sendt på
prodigium-kostskole for hekse, alfer og shapeshifters.
Alt er imidlertid ikke som det ser ud til på kostskolen:
Pludselig dør den ene heks efter den anden på
mystisk vis, og alles mistanke retter sig mod Sophies
værelseskammerat og nye bedsteveninde, Jenna,
skolens eneste vampyrelev

Jessica Darling's It List 3
Me llamo Sophie Mercer, y soy tan torpe como bruja
que mis padres me han enviado a Hex Hall, una
institución para jóvenes como yo, que no logran
encauzar bien sus poderes. Creen que allí estaré a
salvo. ¡Cuánto se equivocan! Sólo llegar, consigo
enemistarme con el trío de chicas ¡brujas también!
más populares y ¡enamorarme del novio de una de
ellas! que, además creo que intenta matarme.

Journey's End
Sophie Mercer thought she was a witch. That was the
whole reason she was sent to Hex Hall, a reform
school for delinquent Prodigium (aka witches,
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shapeshifters, and fairies). But that was before she
discovered the family secret, and that her hot crush,
Archer Cross, is an agent for The Eye, a group bent on
wiping Prodigium off the face of the earth.

Dangerous Boys
Three years ago, Sophie Mercer discovered that she
was a witch. It’s gotten her into a few scrapes. Her
non-gifted mother has been as supportive as possible,
consulting Sophie’s estranged father—an elusive
European warlock—only when necessary. But when
Sophie attracts too much human attention for a promnight spell gone horribly wrong, it’s her dad who
decides her punishment: exile to Hex Hall, an isolated
reform school for wayward Prodigium, a.k.a. witches,
faeries, and shapeshifters. By the end of her first day
among fellow freak-teens, Sophie has quite a
scorecard: three powerful enemies who look like
supermodels, a futile crush on a gorgeous warlock, a
creepy tagalong ghost, and a new roommate who
happens to be the most hated person and only
vampire on campus. Worse, Sophie soon learns that a
mysterious predator has been attacking students, and
her only friend is the number-one suspect. As a series
of blood-curdling mysteries starts to converge, Sophie
prepares for the biggest threat of all: an ancient
secret society determined to destroy all Prodigium,
especially her.

Hex Hall Book One
Vampire romance takes a snarky turn in this
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humorous novel, coming soon to TV screens as a
Lifetime Original Movie! Pearl is a sixteen-year-old
vampire…fond of blood, allergic to sunlight, and
mostly evil…until the night a sparkly unicorn stabs
her through the heart with his horn. Oops. Her family
thinks she was attacked by a vampire hunter
(because, obviously, unicorns don’t exist), and they’re
shocked she survived. They’re even more shocked
when Pearl discovers she can now withstand the sun.
But they quickly find a way to make use of her new
talent. The Vampire King of New England has chosen
Pearl’s family to host his feast. If Pearl enrolls in high
school, she can make lots of human friends and lure
them to the King’s feast—as the entrées. The only
problem? Pearl’s starting to feel the twinges of a
conscience. How can she serve up her new
friends—especially the cute guy who makes her fangs
ache—to be slaughtered? Then again, she’s definitely
dead if she lets down her family. What’s a sunlightloving vamp to do?

Arv-3 (the After Light Saga)
When Wayland North brings rain to a region that's
been dry for over ten years, he's promised anything
he'd like as a reward. He chooses the village elder's
daughter, sixteen-year-old Sydelle Mirabel, who is a
skilled weaver and has an unusual knack for repairing
his magical cloaks. Though Sydelle has dreamt of
escaping her home, she's hurt that her parents
relinquish her so freely and finds herself awed and
afraid of the slightly ragtag wizard who is unlike any
of the men of magic in the tales she's heard. Still, she
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is drawn to this mysterious man who is fiercely
protective of her and so reluctant to share his own
past. The pair rushes toward the capital, intent to stop
an imminent war, pursued by Reuel Dorwan (a dark
wizard who has taken a keen interest in Sydelle) and
plagued by unusually wild weather. But the sudden
earthquakes and freak snowstorms may not be a
coincidence. As Sydelle discovers North's dark secret
and the reason for his interest in her and learns to
master her own mysterious power, it becomes
increasingly clear that the fate of the kingdom rests in
her fingertips. She will either be a savior, weaving
together the frayed bonds between Saldorra and
Auster, or the disastrous force that destroys both
kingdoms forever. From the Hardcover edition.
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